
 

The original video two guys one horse zip was recorded on April 18, 2014 in the State of Virginia. While having fun out riding their horses, these two guys came across a burning animal carcass in the woods. After realizing it was a raccoon they decided to take some pictures and videos of it before disposing of the carcass further up in the woods. This is how this tragedy began. You can watch this
original video at Twitvid for free under "original video two guys one horse zip". According to the user's post, this original video two guys one horse zip was recorded on April 18, 2014 in the State of Virginia. While having fun out riding their horses, these two guys came across a burning animal carcass in the woods. After realizing it was a raccoon they decided to take some pictures and videos of it
before disposing of the carcass further up in the woods. This is how this tragedy began. You can watch this original video at Twitvid for free under "original video two guys one horse zip".

The user who posted this claims that the incident took place in Virginia on April 18, 2014. The two men apparently were riding their horses down the road when they come across a raccoon carcass burning in the middle of the woods. They then decided to take some photographs and video of it. Apparently, they then disposed of the raccoon's body somewhere off in the woods. This is where their
scheme took a turn for the worse. The user is implying that they began taking more than just photographs and videos and began to dismember and dispose of this carcass fearlessly. The user has since deleted both photos and videos from Twitter after posting this gruesome material on the Internet without informing any authorities about this incident. The user posted several tweets on Twitvid about
what allegedly happened next, however all said tweets have been deleted... the only evidence remaining of this incident is this original video two guys one horse zip, which can be seen on Twitvid. In the original video two guys one horse zip, a raccoon carcass can be seen burning in a wooded area. A man in a blue shirt and a man in a red shirt approach the raccoon, take pictures and videos of it, then
dispose of it into the woods. The men then set the fire out to conceal any evidence that they were there. The video ends with both men back on their horses riding off into the sunset. The video first appeared on Facebook but was soon deleted. The first tweet about the original video two guys one horse zip was posted on April 23, 2014 by user @Donny_Mom. The original video two guys one horse zip
was also published on Twitvid the same day, which can be seen here. The first tweet about this incident was posted by user @Donny_Mom to his Twitter account (@Donny_Mom). Here are some of the tweets to Twitvid posted by @Donny_Mom: 1) 2) 3) With no further information available at the time of posting, there is no way to confirm whether these tweets are authentic or fake.
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